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**Abstract:** Many elegant inorganic designs have been developed to aid medical imaging. We know better now how to improve imaging due to the enormous efforts made by scientists in probe design and other fundamental sciences, including inorganic chemistry, physiochemistry, analytical chemistry, and biomedical engineering. However, despite several years being invested in the development of diagnostic probes, only a few examples have shown applicability in MRI *in vivo*. In this short review, we aim to show the reader the latest advances in the application of inorganic agents in preclinical MRI.
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1. Introduction

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has become one of the most powerful tools in clinical medicine, largely because it offers exquisite high-resolution anatomical images of soft tissues. Since its advent in the early 1980s, there has been an explosion in the number of exams performed in the United States; there are now millions performed each year. Early in the development of the MRI, the utility of contrast agents (CAs) to enhance image quality and increase diagnostic accuracy was recognized; in fact, clinical trials for the first agent began in 1982, with final approval being granted in 1988 to Magnevist [1]. MRI CAs produce contrast-enhanced images between normal and pathologic tissues, increasing diagnostic accuracy and vastly expanding the utility of MRI [2]. Most clinically available agents contain a lanthanide chelated within a macrocyclic or linear aminopolycarboxylate, and are tissue non-specific or relatively insensitive. Recent developments in contrast agent development have focused on ligand modification of the side chains of the macrocyclic ring, to allow tuning and physiologic targeting of the CAs.

There are several classes of CAs, including $T_1$, $T_2$, $T_2^*$, and chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) (Figure 1). The most common clinically available agents are $T_1$ and $T_2$. $T_1$ and $T_2$ agents shorten both longitudinal and transverse relaxation times ($T_1$ and $T_2$) of protons in tissue water, thereby increasing signal intensity in $T_1$-weighted images (positive enhancement) or reducing signal intensity in $T_2$-weighted images (negative enhancement). The extent to which these agents influence the relaxation rate ($1/T_1$ or $1/T_2$) of tissue water is defined as relaxivity ($r_1$ or $r_2$, respectively). The $r_1$ relaxivity depends on many factors, including the relaxation time of the paramagnetic metal base (e.g., Gd$^{3+}$ has a relatively long electronic relaxation times), the relatively fast water exchange between water from bulk solvent and water molecules reaching the inner sphere of the lanthanide ion, and the molecular motion, typically governed by the rotational correlation time ($\tau_\alpha$) [3–7]. High relaxivity allows lower concentration targets to be detected efficiently, as high relaxivity leads to increased...
signal generation [4]. T₁-agents, which comprise almost all of the current clinically approved CAs, utilize paramagnetic metal ions and mostly contain the lanthanide metal gadolinium (Gd³⁺) due to its optimal paramagnetic and physical properties that yield high relaxivities [8]. The human body is composed of approximately 60% water; therefore, T₁-weighted images give excellent anatomical details that can be boosted with the application of the Gd³⁺-based contrast agents (CAs) [9,10]. However, these CAs are mainly non-specific, with no tissue preference, and no dynamic response to changes in physiology. One of the main goals in recent years has been to develop newer types of agents for measuring important physiological parameters, such as tissue pH, metabolic product and ion concentration, hypoxia, or enzyme activity. For example, the recent discovery of a Zn²⁺-responsive Gd complex has allowed monitoring of insulin secretion from pancreatic β-cells and Zn²⁺ secretion from prostate, both in response to glucose-induced zinc secretion [7,11,12].

**Figure 1.** Schematic of T₁, T₂, T₂-exchange, and chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) (paraCEST) lanthanide contrast agents (CAs) with one coordinated water molecule (inner-sphere water, its oxygen is colored black) in solution (bulk and outer-sphere waters, oxygens are in red). Second-sphere water molecules (water oxygens are colored blue). The parameters that govern the relaxivity are also represented: O−Ln distance (r), the mean lifetime (τo) of the water molecules in the inner sphere, the rotational correlation time (τc) and the electronic spin relaxation times (T₁ and T₂). Below, the corresponding simulated plots are represented, showing the contrast effect (r₁, r₂, M₁/M₀) vs. the τM, assuming standard parameters from the literature.

While T₁ and T₂ agents comprise the majority of clinically available CAs, there are additional mechanisms under exploration that may eventually translate into clinical use. One is T₂-exchange agents (T₂ex), which is a group that has received little discussion. The T₂-exchange mechanism relies on intermediate water exchange rates between bulk water and agent. Intermediate exchange rates mean that optimum T₂ex agents lie between faster T₁/T₂-agents and slower CEST agents [13,14]. These agents shorten water T₂ by a chemical exchange process rather than a relaxation process. Regulating this physical exchange of protons between T₂ex agents and bulk water improves the specificity for
detecting intended biomarkers, similar to CEST agents [13,14]. CEST agents are a class of CAs that produce image contrast in a fundamentally different way than Ti/T2-agents, relying on slow–intermediate chemical exchange processes between two or more magnetically nonequivalent pools of protons (|Δω| > kT). Saturation of proton spins in the contrast agent followed by a chemical exchange of those spins into bulk water results in a decrease of bulk water signal intensity, thereby creating negative image contrast [15–17]. As the chemical exchange can be quite sensitive to the environment of a contrast agent, paraCEST agents (macrocyclic ligands containing paramagnetic metal ions) have attracted interest as potential smart MRI agents. The chemical shift difference between the two exchanging pools can be much larger for paraCEST agents which allow selective saturation of one of the exchanging pools without partial saturation of the bulk water pool. Another advantage of CEST is that the contrast can be turned on and off at will, which offers another advantage of administering multiple ParaCEST agents simultaneously, and each could be activated separately by an appropriate choice of saturation frequency [16–18]. For these reasons, the paraCEST mechanism has created remarkable opportunities for designing responsive MRI agents.

Designing responsive MRI agents (“smart” agents) for the early detection of cancer and other diseases remains the essential, although challenging, goal. Over the past few years, various approaches have been taken to improve the specificity of MRI agents, including modification of ligand chemistry to make the agents more sensitive to their chemical environment (e.g., pH, temperature, enzymes, metal ion), and designing new agents with optimal water exchange rate and high relaxivity (Ti-agents) or paraCEST agents with much slower water exchange to be effective in vivo [19]. Although many responsive agent designs have been presented, translation into clinical diagnostic medicine has been very slow [20]. This mini-review article will mainly focus on recent developments in the design of macrocyclic responsive Ti, T2g, and CEST agents for in vivo applications, and what the potential clinical applications of these agents may be. In this review, several recent advances to improve agent efficiency and sensitivity through structural modifications, and steps taken to target these agents to specific tissues or specific biological processes, will be addressed.

2. T1 Contrast Agents

2.1. Clinically Available Contrast Agents

2.1.1. Extracellular Fluid Agents

Most Ti-based agents currently on the market are classified as extracellular fluid (ECF) agents. This means the agents themselves exert their effects within the ECF, ubiquitous throughout the human body, and do not target a specific organ per se, although the argument can be made that because all of these agents are excreted through renal glomeruli, they preferentially target and accrue in the kidneys [21–23]. Regardless, CAs increase Ti relaxation times (R1 = 1/T1) within the extracellular fluid by increasing the relaxivity of water surrounding the gadolinium ion, increasing Ti-weighted signal and leading to bright enhancement on imaging. Any pathophysiologic process that causes increased blood flow, fluid extravasation into the interstitial space or breakdown of otherwise impermeable biologic barriers, is prone to abnormal enhancement in response to CA-guided MRI imaging [22,24]. The initial clinical indication for contrast agents was to enhance imaging of the central nervous system [2]. Many tumors, including glioblastoma multiforme, an extremely aggressive form of brain cancer, cause regional breakdowns of the blood–brain barrier; this allows CAs to pass into the brain parenchyma, which otherwise would have been prevented by the impermeable blood–brain barrier (Figure 2). The result is abnormal Ti enhancement on MRI, and increased diagnostic sensitivity [25]. Other clinically relevant examples involving ECF agents include CA-enhanced breast examinations, for the detection of breast cancer, and CA-enhanced prostate examinations, also for the detection of cancer [24].
Figure 2. Axial T1-weighted (A) post-contrast axial T1-weighted FSE acquisition. (B) A focal region of heterogeneous enhancement (white arrows) indicating disruption of the blood–brain barrier, a finding usually seen in malignant gliomas. Dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) perfusion images were also acquired. During the first pass, a Gd-based CA to explore the T2* effects and post-processed rCBV map (C) demonstrates a focal area of markedly increased tumor vascularity (arrowheads) matching the area of enhancement. This area was targeted for stereotactic biopsy, which confirmed the suspicion of an anaplastic glioma. Reproduced with permission from [6].

Unchelated gadolinium is a toxic metal that interferes with calcium channels due to its similarity in size and charge to calcium; therefore, to limit toxicity to a clinically acceptable level, ECF agents chelate gadolinium, either within a linear superstructure or a macrocyclic ring (Figure 3) [26,27]. Typically, the linear or macrocyclic backbone is a derivative of an aminopolycarboxylate ligand; intermolecular forces between unpaired electrons on the ligand and gadolinium effectively hold gadolinium in place within the compound. Formation kinetics between gadolinium and its chelating ligand are excellent; many of the macrocyclic compounds have constants in the range of days to weeks [27,28]. In addition to the structure of the chelating backbone, ECF agents are either neutral (such as Omniscan), or charged, such as Dotarem. Charged agents require co-administration with a counterion, typically meglumine; this limits the maximum dosages, as counterions increase the osmolarity of the solution and thus perturb blood osmolality to a greater extent [6,29]. Depending on the diagnostic purpose, dosages of ECF agents vary quite extensively, with ranges from 0.1 to 0.3 mmol/kg to provide a relaxation rate change of about 0.5 s⁻¹ at clinical magnetic fields (1–3 T) [30]. Due to increased gadolinium deposition in long bones and the brain tissue, the European Medicines Agency has suspended human administration of linear contrast agents [26].
Figure 3. Schematic representation of Gd\(^{3+}\)-based contrast agents commercially approved and used in the clinic: (A) polyaza macrocycles, (B) linear aminopolycarboxylates. Corresponding overall charges represented at the top right corner of each agent. All the agents are coordinated to one water molecule that is not represented here, for simplicity. CAs labeled with * were suspended by the European Medicines Agency due to concerns over nephrogenic systemic fibrosis. Note that all starred agents are linear, not macrocyclic, compounds.

2.1.2. Blood Pool Agents

Blood pool agents are T\(_1\) CAs that display an increased dwell time within the vasculature and have an indication in magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), which is the visualization of the arterial system with contrast [31,32]. Two general methods have been used to develop blood pool agents—either agents are designed with very high molecular weight which prevents extravasation through cell membranes, or agents have an albumin binding moiety which increases dwell time within the vasculature. A clinical example of this is Ablavar (Bayer). Ablavar contains an albumin-binding ligand (Figure 3) which strongly and reversibly binds to albumin, leading to decreased tumbling time and increased T\(_1\) signal intensity [31,32]. Clinically, Ablavar was developed to increase the ease and accuracy of MRA exams; ECF agents, which do enhance arterial vessels, leave the vasculature within minutes and, therefore, can only be visualized on a first-pass basis with carefully timed boluses and sequences, whereas Ablavar can stay within the circulatory system for over an hour, decreasing the technical difficulty of the exam [31,32]. The clinical utility of these agents, however, has been sparse; Ablavar was pulled from the market in 2017 by Bayer due to poor sales.

2.1.3. Hepatobiliary Agents

Several agents have been developed which take advantage of the liver’s function of filtering endobiotic and exobiotic molecules to target this organ specifically. Two agents, gadoxetic acid (Eovist) and gadobenate meglumine (MultiHance), are currently used in the United States for liver imaging (although for gadobenate meglumine, it is an off-label indication) [33,34]. The most specific is gadoxetic acid, which is excreted approximately 50% via renal glomeruli and 50% via hepatocytes. Gadoxetic acid is a linear, gadolinium-based contrast agent with a lipophilic ethoxybenzyl (EOB)
moiety (Figure 3) [33,34]. The EOB moiety gives the molecule an amphipathic characteristic and interacts with the organic anion transporter polypeptide 1 on the hepatocytes to facilitate uptake into cells [33–35]. Following uptake, gadoxetic acid is secreted into the bile via the multidrug-resistant transporter; since there is a significant dwell time within bile, this allows contrast imaging of the liver. Liver lesions with altered hepatocyte function (such as focal nodular hyperplasia, hepatic adenoma, and hepatocellular carcinoma) demonstrate differential enhancement on T1-weighted imaging compared to surrounding healthy tissue [33,34].

Imaging with gadoxetic acid requires an additional scan; typically, the agent is given as a bolus with arterial phase imaging, followed by portal venous phase imaging; after approximately 20 min, enough uptake into hepatocytes has occurred to allow additional biliary phase imaging. Gadoxetic acid has been shown to increase diagnostic certainty of liver lesions, particularly in cirrhotic cases when fibrous tissue within the liver can make conventional imaging challenging to interpret [35,36]. Gadobenate meglumine (MultiHance) is generally considered an ECF agent; however, it does display a 3–5% uptake in hepatocytes, allowing for hepatobiliary imaging as off-label use [33,34]. Gadobenate meglumine does have increased relaxivity compared to gadoxetic acid, which results in superior arterial phase imaging; however, enough bile accumulation for liver imaging does not occur for 90 to 120 min; patients must return to the scanner, increasing logistical difficulty of the exam [33,34].

2.2. Detection of Trace Metal Ions In Vivo

2.2.1. Zinc-Responsive Contrast Agents

Zinc is a critical trace metal for normal human physiology and function, acting as a cofactor for enzymes, a neurotransmitter, and an important co-secretate in insulin, semen, and breast milk. Zinc is particularly concentrated in the prostate, pancreas, breast, and brain; these are all organs with significant secretory function [37–39]. Imaging agents that can detect pathologic alterations in zinc concentrations within these tissues may enhance the sensitivity and specificity of MRI for analysis of these organs; consequently, there has been a significant amount of active research into this area. The first reported agent that could detect Zn2+ with in vivo application is a manganese porphyrin-derivative, Mn(III)-(DPA-C3)2-TPPS3, that could detect contrast enhancement in T1-weighted images from the hippocampus and the caudate-putamen [40,41]. Subsequently, several gadolinium-based Zn2+-responsive CAs have been reported; however, few have made the critical transition from in vitro to in vivo imaging [42–45]. The typical strategy for zinc-responsive agents is to alter the aminopolyoxycarboxylate macrocyclic ring with a zinc-binding ligand; examples are included in Figure 4. Ligands that have been translated from chemical development to successful in vivo imaging include N,N-bis(2-pyridyl-methyl)ethylene diamine (BPEN), as well as several BPEN derivatives [7,11,12,42,46,47]. When Zn2+ binds to the BPEN ligand, the conformational shift in the molecular structure allows increased water exchange with the gadolinium ion; additionally, the conformational shift allows the zinc-bound molecule to bind to albumin, slowing rotational time (T2*) and further increasing relaxivity [6,12,42]. The ultimate result is a bright enhancement on T1-weighted images in the presence of high concentrations of Zn2+. Alterations to the BPEN ligand, such as changing the length of the alkane chains between nitrogen group (i.e., GdDO3A-BPEN versus GdDO3A-PEPMA (see Figure 4), result in different zinc-binding coefficients and, thus, different zinc affinities. Clinically this is relevant because different zinc affinities produce images with variable intra-organ contrast, which allows phenomena such as dynamic insulin release to be observed. A GdDO3A-BPEN derivative has been successfully applied, in vivo, to detect Zn2+ secretion from secretory organs, specifically, the pancreas and prostate; both of these organs secrete zinc in response to glucose bolus—known as glucose-stimulated insulin/zinc secretion (GSIZS); (Figure 5) [11,12,46]. As such, successful imaging requires a two-injection method: first of the agent, followed by glucose, to stimulate release. These agents have great potential to dramatically enhance MRI imaging of prostate cancer, which suffers from low sensitivity and high false positives, and pancreatic cancer, which currently does not have a useful imaging modality.
Figure 4. Chemical structures of some zinc-responsive MRI contrast agents applied in vivo. The typical strategy for creating these agents is to add a zinc-responsive $N,N$-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)ethylenediamine (BPEN) ligand to the macrocyclic ring. Altering the alkane chain linking nitrogen atoms alters the binding constants of zinc, resulting in different responsiveness.

Figure 5. Schematic illustrating the phenomenon observed in vivo from β-cells during glucose-stimulated zinc/insulin secretion: insulin (brown spheres) and $\text{Zn}^{2+}$ (cyan spheres) release. Ternary complex highlighted in yellow and blue (right) (A). Histological staining; islets labelled in red (B) (left). MRI of slice of tissue showing functional zinc release from the β-cells in the islets in the presence of the low affinity zinc sensor GdDO3A-PEPMA (B) (right). Adapted with permission from [12]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
2.2.2. Copper-Responsive Contrast Agents

Examples of copper-responsive (either Cu\(^+\) or Cu\(^{2+}\); rarely both oxidation states simultaneously) CAs typically involve a aminopolycarboxylate macrocyclic core with a thioether-rich ligand or a bis (benzoic acid) methyamine ligand for copper chelation [48–51]. In the case of the bis (benzoic acid) methyamine ligand, binding of Cu\(^{2+}\) induces a conformational shift in the molecule which allows the copper-chelated agent to bind to albumin, dramatically reducing the rotational time of the molecule, and is the major mechanism behind the signal enhancement increases [51]. Several of these agents have been tested in a murine cell line for Menke’s disease; the contrast agent displayed significant enhancement in response to the elevated Cu\(^+\) in this cell line [50]. Additionally, Paranawithana et al. successfully demonstrated the increased liver enhancement in a live mouse model compared to commercially available agents; to our knowledge, this is the first in vivo use of a Cu\(^{2+}\)-responsive contrast agent (Figure 6) [51].

The challenge of clinically translating copper-responsive MRI CAs is the shallow physiologic concentration of copper; agents must be extremely sensitive to extracellular copper concentrations or must be able to cross cell membranes. The potential clinical value of these agents is rooted in the carcinogenic properties of copper. Copper is implicated in angiogenesis by increasing the activity of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and an increased copper concentration is observed in many different types of neoplasm, including breast; however, it remains to be seen if the concentration falls within the limit of detection, and whether the specific tissue characteristics (i.e., if copper is primarily intracellular versus extracellular) of these cancers is conducive to imaging [52–54]. Other targets of copper-responsive MRI CAs are Wilson or Menke disease, though the incidence of these diseases is so low that the clinical use of MRI for evaluation is likely to be insignificant, and the CA would be confined to research purposes only. A summary of the agents discussed and their current development level is listed below in Table 1.

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Figure 6.** (A) Copper-responsive MRI contrast agent, shown chelating a Cu\(^{2+}\) ion. (B) First in vivo demonstration of a copper-responsive MRI contrast agent (Images are from a mouse liver, both with (bottom) and without (top) pre-treatment with ATN-224, a Cu\(^{2+}\) chelator. Notice the bright enhancement in the top-left frame after injection of the contrast agent, and the decrease in brightness on the bottom left frame after injection of the contrast agent after ATN-224 treatment, indicating enhancement is due to the presence of copper ions. Since this agent is not expected to cross the cell membrane, copper ions are likely in the extracellular space (C) Quantitative signal intensity changes of the copper-responsive MRI contrast agent (GdL-1), compared to Gadavist, with and without the presence of ATN-224. Adapted from [51].

2.2.3. Calcium-Responsive Contrast Agents

Calcium is crucial for normal physiologic function, acting as a co-factor in countless reactions as well as a critical ion-transporter [55]. Calcium is of particular interest to neurologists and neurobiologists because it is important in neurotransmission [55]. Several calcium-responsive CAs have been developed; the typical strategy is to attach calcium-responsive ligands to the aminopolycarboxylate core. There is a wide variety of ligands that have demonstrated variable calcium affinities at a wide range of concentrations; examples include modified BAPTA (1,2-bis(o-aminophenoxy)-ethane-\(N,N',N''\)'-tetraacetic acid), modified EDTA (ethylenediamine tetraacetic
acid), and ligand arms with bisphosphonate groups [56–58]. Relaxivity increases upon binding calcium, ranging from 32% to 97%; responsive concentration ranges are also variable but are typically within the millimolar range. Binding specificity remains a problem with these compounds; often, there is competitive binding from zinc and magnesium [56–58]. Several of these agents have been tested in vivo (mainly for T2-imaging with nanoparticles), particularly in neuroimaging, where calcium acts as a neurotransmitter (Figure 7) [59–61]. Typically, these agents are injected intracisternally at concentrations in the low micromolar range. Additionally, several calcium-responsive paraCEST agents have been developed [62], as well as several functional MRI (fMRI) methods using oligomerization/aggregation of calcium-responsive agents [63,64]. These agents remain under use as a research tool only; to our knowledge, there are no active clinical translational approaches underway.

Figure 7. (A) Schematic of the sensor design based on lipid-coated iron oxide nanoparticles (LCIOs) and C2AB (top left) and the AFM of MaCaReNas imaged after exposure to 0 or 1 mM Ca2+ (bottom left). Titration curves showing r2 values as a function of [Ca2+] in aCSF, indicating MaCaReNa responsiveness to calcium concentrations characteristic of the brain extracellular space. LCIOs alone (grey) or in the presence of C2ABCa− (blue) display little responsiveness to Ca2+. (B) MFB electrode implantation and striatal MaCaReNa infusion Ipsilateral (ipsi) MFB stimulation (stim) induces MRI signal changes in the presence of MaCaReNas (right), but not of control LCIO particles (left). Adapted with permission from [61]. Copyright © 2018, Springer Nature.

2.2.4. Other Metal Ions

Additional CAs that are responsive to potassium and magnesium have been developed and chemically characterized; however, to our knowledge, none of these agents have been used in an in vivo setting, although some agents have been tested in vitro [65–68]. Unfortunately, due to space constraints, these imaging agents will not be further discussed in this review. A summary of the agents discussed, and their current developmental progress, is listed below in Table 1.

2.3. Extracellular pH Contrast Agents Applied In Vivo

Extracellular pH is another biomarker of enormous importance for the detection of metabolic diseases, such as cancer, acidosis, and kidney failure. For instance, in an aggressive cancer, the extracellular pH in the local tumor environment tends to become acidic due to increased lactic acid production, reduced buffering capacity, and poor perfusion. Enormous efforts have been made to map pH in tissues and regulatory organs, such as the kidney; however, mapping the extracellular pH has proven quite challenging. A rare example of the application of an inorganic agent to measure extracellular pH comes from the gadolinium complex GdDOTA-4AMP. This complex has a stable DOTA backbone derivatized with four amido-phosphonate groups. The inner-sphere bound water exchange rate is not significantly altered at a physiologic pH range [6–8], but its protons are catalyzed by the pendant phosphonates that affect the second-sphere relaxivity (prototropic effect). This complex showed an r1 relaxivity percentage enhancement around 140% in the pH region of 6 to 7.4 [69]. When applied alone in vivo, this agent cannot map the extracellular pH because the concentrations of agent in the tissues are unknown; however, administered together with the pH-independent GdDOTP or DyDOTP (sequentially or as a cocktail), the concentration of agent can then
be calculated, and the extracellular tissue pH could be successfully mapped in the kidneys and a mouse brain tumor model [70,71]. This strategy does have a major limitation because one has to assume that both contrast agents have the same distribution and pharmacokinetics for accurate calculations. Additionally, agents were given at a constant infusion of 0.2 to 0.4 mmol contrast agent per kilogram animal mass per hour of GdDOTA-4AMP, and 0.4 to 0.8 mmol contrast agent per kilogram animal mass per hour of DyDOTP (1:2 ratio of GdDOTA-4AMP to DyDOTP). A typical clinical MRI requires a single bolus dose; a constant infusion adds another layer of complexity, which may be difficult to translate into humans.

2.4. Tissue-Specific Contrast Agents

The rationale and current state-of-the-art behind tissue-specific contrast agents have been covered in a prior review; therefore, we shall omit this for our review.

Table 1. Selected responsive contrast agents (mostly T₁), dosages, biologic use, and current development level. Several agents have made the successful transition to in vivo imaging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Physiologic Target</th>
<th>Biologic Use</th>
<th>Current Development Status</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mn(III)-(DPA-C₂₆)₃-TPPS₅</td>
<td>nM range; direct intracranial injection</td>
<td>Intracellular Zn²⁺</td>
<td>Zn²⁺ signaling in brain tissue</td>
<td>In vivo testing; rat model</td>
<td>[41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GdDOTA-BiPEN derivatives</td>
<td>0.07 mmol/kg administered intravenously</td>
<td>Extracellular Zn²⁺</td>
<td>GSIZS in the pancreas and GSZS in prostate</td>
<td>Extensive in vivo testing; mouse and rat pancreas, and mouse prostate</td>
<td>[7,47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GdDO₃A-BPEN</td>
<td>0.07 mmol/kg administered intravenously</td>
<td>Extracellular Zn²⁺</td>
<td>GSIZS in the pancreas</td>
<td>In vivo testing; mouse pancreas</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GdDO₃A-PEPMA</td>
<td>0.07 mmol/kg administered intravenously</td>
<td>Extracellular Zn²⁺</td>
<td>GSIZS in the pancreas</td>
<td>In vivo testing; mouse pancreas</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GdL-1</td>
<td>0.10 mmol/kg administered intravenously</td>
<td>Extracellular Cu²⁺</td>
<td>Extracellular liver copper stores</td>
<td>In vivo testing; mouse model</td>
<td>[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnCl₂</td>
<td>3.6 µmol/min administered intravenously</td>
<td>Possibly extracellular Ca²⁺</td>
<td>Possible Ca²⁺ signaling in the brain</td>
<td>In vivo testing; rat model</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCA-USRP's</td>
<td>0.04 mmol/kg administered intravenously</td>
<td>Extracellular Ca²⁺</td>
<td>Ca²⁺ fluctuations in kidneys</td>
<td>In vivo testing; mouse model</td>
<td>[63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaCaReNas</td>
<td>nM range; direct intracranial injection</td>
<td>Extracellular Ca²⁺</td>
<td>Extracellular Ca²⁺ signaling in the brain</td>
<td>In vivo testing; rat model</td>
<td>[61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GdDOTA-4AMP</td>
<td>0.2 to 0.4 mmol co-administered intravenously with DDOTA-4AMP or GdDOTP</td>
<td>Extracellular pH</td>
<td>Kidney pH mapping</td>
<td>In vivo testing; mouse model</td>
<td>[70,71]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. T₂ and T₂-Exchange Agents In Vivo

T₂ contrast agents decrease the water signal intensity by shortening the transverse relaxation times. Given the growth of higher magnetic field MRI scanners in clinical practice, T₂ contrast agents can be an efficient solution for high field applications, since the transverse relaxivity (r₂) increases at high fields [6,72]. To date, many in vivo applications of T₂ agents are found in the literature [73–76], but only a few iron nanoparticle-based agents have received FDA approval: SPIO
(superparamagnetic, 50–500 nm), USPIO (ultrasmall superparamagnetic, 4–50 nm). However, due to slow pharmacokinetics and undesirable pharmacodynamics, production of both of these agents have been discontinued [8].

Recently, a new class of T2-agents, T2-exchange (T2ex) agents, have been explored. T2ex-agents are usually small molecules, similar to the Gd3+ agents already in clinical use, and provide some advantages over the conventional iron nanoparticles [13,14,77]. The effect arises from the chemical exchange of protons that exchange differently from the bound water and at an intermediate pace—slower than that required for a common T1-agent (see Figure 3). To the best of our knowledge, so far, none of the inorganic T2ex-agents have been successfully applied in vivo. However, some progress has been demonstrated with diamagnetic molecules containing exchangeable –OH groups, as it is the case that glucose and maltose showed accurate detection of hyperglycolytic tumor regions in a mouse model (Figure 8 and Table 2) [78,79].

![Figure 8](image-url)

**Figure 8.** (A) Haworth projection of D-glucose. (B) Transverse relaxation data from a dynamic in vivo glucose infusion experiment on a mouse. T2-weighted images of mouse kidneys from the time of a glucose bolus infusion are displayed (time indicated below each image). (a) Effects in all regions displayed. (b) Only kidney signal displayed in color on grayscale image to highlight effects. Adapted with permission from [78].

**Table 2.** Selected T2ex contrast agents, dosages, biologic use, and current development level. Several agents have made the successful transition to in vivo imaging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Physiologic Target</th>
<th>Biologic Use</th>
<th>Current Development Status</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D-glucose</td>
<td>3.0 mmol/kg administered intravenously</td>
<td>Glucose uptake transporters</td>
<td>Detection of hyperglycolytic cancers</td>
<td>In vivo testing; mouse model</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-maltose</td>
<td>3.0 mmol/kg administered intravenously</td>
<td>D-maltose uptake</td>
<td>Detection of hyperglycolytic cancers</td>
<td>In vivo testing; mouse model</td>
<td>[79]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CEST Agents

4.1. Mechanism of CEST

A new generation of contrast agents based on chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) has recently emerged. CEST operates in a completely different mechanism than T1-agents; in CEST, saturation competes with relaxation, which means that exchange of saturation between two proton pools should take place before relaxation occurs. For CEST to be observed, the frequency difference between two pools, $\Delta \omega$, must be $\geq k_e$ (rate of exchange between the pools). As shown in Figure 9, when a long pre-saturation pulse is applied selectively to one pool of protons (Pool B in the Figure 9), it will start exchanging at a slow–intermediate rate with the bulk water protons (Pool A in the Figure 9). Image contrast is produced by the exchange of those spins with the bulk water proton
pool—by reducing the MR signal intensity of the tissue water—thereby creating negative image contrast [15].

![Figure 9](image.png)

**Figure 9.** Schematic representation of the distribution of proton spins and the simulated NMR spectra when a pre-saturation pulse is applied, and the system is under a chemical exchange. As a result, a negative contrast is produced by the difference of chemical exchange in between pools; this is known as CEST.

Since $k_{ex}$ is sensitive to a variety of chemical and physical factors, various types of responsive CEST agents have been developed with a variety of physiologic targets, including changes in tissue pH, as biomarkers for metabolic markers and ions, to monitor enzyme activity and changes in the oxidation state.

### 4.2. DIACEST Agents (Diamagnetic Molecules with Exchangeable Protons)

With the introduction of the CEST technique, sugars, amino acids, and another low-molecular-weight diamagnetic (diaCEST) molecules with exchangeable protons, such as –NH and –OH groups have been tested as contrast agents. Often, these agents are low molecular weight compounds with high biocompatibility. Glucose and iopamidol are two diaCEST agents that have been approved for intravenous administration, and are currently under study in human clinical trials [80,81]. Other successful examples with *in vivo* applications include a new pH-sensitive diaCEST agent (an imidazole-4,5-dicarboxamide) which displays a CEST signal at 7.8 ppm from water, with improved sensitivity and specificity compared to existing agents (i.e., gluCEST and APT CEST agents; Figure 10A) [82–85]. In addition, this probe is strongly pH-dependent, which allowed the successful measurement of the pH of a mouse kidney (Figure 10). This behavior has already found to agree with the acid–base properties of imidazole-4,5-dicarboxamides [83]. A potential application of diaCEST agents is the *in vivo* monitoring of enzyme catalysis, in which an enzyme either inactivates or deactivates a target molecule by modulating the exchangeable protons (CatalyCEST MRI) [86]. An example of a target enzyme is sulfatase [86]. Although various methods are used to study sulfatases *in vitro*, an *in vivo* sensor may help to understand the biological role of these enzymes. Sulfatase dysfunction is associated with numerous pathologies, including developmental abnormalities, hormone-dependent cancer, and bacterial infection [87]. Salicylic acid has been shown to produce a remarkable CEST signal at a frequency of 9 ppm relative to water frequency (also known as the chemical shift, in which the chemical shift of water is defined as $\delta = 0$ ppm in MRI studies) [88,89]. As shown in Figure 10, the enzymatically cleaved salicylic acid derivative (4-acedamido-2-(sulfoxy)benzoic acid) eliminates the CEST signal at 5 ppm from the pre-cleaved salicylic acid proton (Figure 10B, blue CEST spectrum), and generates a CEST signal at 9 ppm (Figure 10B, red CEST spectrum) [83]. This “activation” of the CEST signal is used to detect sulfatase enzyme activity. Also, to improve detection specificity, an aryl amide ligand (at 5 ppm) that would be unresponsive to sulfatase activity has been introduced to the structure, and thereby serves as an internal control. These CEST spectra were produced from HEK293 human embryonic cell line, which is known to express extracellular sulfatase enzymes [90]. Properties, including relatively higher sensitivity to the...
local biological environment, biocompatibility, higher solubility, and non-toxicity, make these diaCEST agents a promising group of MRI contrast agents with excellent potential for clinical translation [91].

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 10.** (A) The chemical structure imidazole-4,5-dicarboxamide, a diaCEST pH sensor (left), and *in vivo* kidney pH maps (right). Adapted with permission from [83]. (B) CatalyCEST MRI of sulfatase activity: (left) the aryl sulfate ligand of compound 2 (referred to as the substrate) is cleaved by sulfatase, generating a salicylic acid moiety. The aryl amide ligand is not changed by the enzyme and the detection of sulfatase activity from mammalian cells. The CEST spectra before (blue) and after (red) incubation of the agent with HEK293 cell suspension showed the appearance of a CEST signal at δ = 9.0 ppm (right). Adapted with permission from [87].

A limitation of diaCEST is that the frequency difference (Δω), between the contrast agent exchangeable protons and the bulk waters, is in a concise range of approximately 0.8–10 ppm [92,93]. This small range limit makes it challenging to distinguish between molecules contributing to CEST selectively [4,94]. In addition, since the bulk water resonance is broadened, *in vivo*, because of local magnetic field inhomogeneities, the chemical shift difference between bulk water peak and exchangeable protons in the agents needs to be maximized to overcome further artifacts. Because of these complications generally, a high dose of diaCEST agent is required for detecting CEST *in vivo* (Table 3) [93]. These limitations have been recently overcome with the combination of CEST with other advanced MR techniques [95].
Table 3. Selected CEST contrast agents discussed in this review, dosages, biologic use, and current development level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Biological Use</th>
<th>Current Development Status</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole-4,5-dicarboxamide</td>
<td>1.0 mmol/kg infused intravenously (sat. power: 5.9 µT)</td>
<td>pH mapping of Kidneys</td>
<td>In vivo testing; mouse model</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eu-DOTA-monomoketone-tris(amide)</td>
<td>0.4 mmol/kg administered intravenously (sat. power: 10 µT)</td>
<td>pH mapping</td>
<td>In vivo testing; mouse model</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eu-DOTA-gly4 complex</td>
<td>0.05 mmol/kg administered intramuscularly (sat. power: 10 µT)</td>
<td>Redox sensitive agent in vivo</td>
<td>In vivo testing; mouse model</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EuDO3A complex</td>
<td>0.1 mmol/kg administered intravenously (sat. power: 14 µT)</td>
<td>Extracellular lactate</td>
<td>In vivo testing; mouse model</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZGGR-a-amino-(Tm-DOTA)</td>
<td>0.2 mmol/kg administered intravenously (sat. power: 10 µT)</td>
<td>Urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA)</td>
<td>In vivo testing; cancer mouse model</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. paraCEST Agents (Paramagnetic Molecules with Exchangeable Protons)

A strategy to overcome some limitations of diaCEST is to use paraCEST agents based on paramagnetic lanthanide ions. These agents achieve larger chemical shifts (Δω), which minimize an off-saturation of the bulk water pool. ParaCEST allows for faster water exchange rates compared to diaCEST, but should remain within the slow water exchange condition, kex < Δω (Figure 1). As represented in Figure 11, the larger chemical shift difference (Δω) induced by the paramagnetic ion from EuDOTA-4AmCE3+ allows for a more precise saturation pulse and contributes for a selective investigation of the agent (~45 ppm vs. ~5.5 ppm from barbituric acid and other endogenous molecules). ParaCEST agents shift the MR frequency of labile protons to values that can range from +500 to ~720 ppm from the MR frequency of water [92,96,97]. The effectiveness of a CEST agent critically depends on the water exchange rate (kex) between paramagnetic metal ion-bound inner-sphere water protons and bulk water, the water residence lifetime of a contrast agent, τM (τM = 1/kex). In other words, the amount of time the inner-sphere water molecule remains bound to the paramagnetic metal [19]. ParaCEST agents can be activated by frequency-selective irradiation of the highly shifted bound water peak (Figure 11, right). Typically, to detect a CEST signal in vivo, one requires a dose of the agent in the range of 0.05–1.0 mmol/kg [98]. Although numerous CEST agents have been demonstrated to work in vitro, translation of these agents in vivo has been hindered by the fact that these agents can be affected by many external factors: the exchange with tissues, perfusion, pH, temperature variation, high saturation power levels, and the higher dose required to produce an accurate detection being not suitable for in vivo applications [14,98,99].
Despite the challenges associated with paraCEST agents, some agents have made their way towards in vivo translation. For example, in Figure 12A, a pH-responsive agent (an Eu-DOTA-monoketone-tris(amide) complex) was used to image kidney pH in vivo, which could potentially have diagnostic value in detecting kidney failure and acidosis. This Eu³⁺-based complex contains a phenolic group in its structure. The deprotonation of the phenolic group results in delocalization of excess negative charge from the phenolic oxygen via the aromatic ring to the acetyl oxygen atom directly coordinated to the Eu³⁺ ion. This small change yields a large shift in frequency of the Eu³⁺-bound water molecule, which can be used to study physiologic pH variations independent of the concentration of agent (Figure 12A) [98]. Another example is a redox-sensitive bimodal MR contrast agent (Figure 12B). Macrocyclic Eu²⁺ poly(amino carboxylate) chelates are used as redox-responsive T₁-agents because oxidation of Eu²⁺ leads to the formation of weakly paramagnetic Eu³⁺, which has little impact on water proton T₁. Therefore, Eu²⁺ complex is used as a T₁ shortening agent because of the rapid water exchange of the Eu²⁺-bound water but, upon oxidation into Eu³⁺, Eu-DOTA-gly4 exhibits CEST from the coordinated bound waters with slow water exchange kinetics [100]. A final example of a paraCEST agent is EuD03A, which is a stable complex capable of detecting extracellular lactate in vivo, with further evidence of lactate quantification in the bladder (Figure 12C). EuD03A binds to lactate bidentate and can shift the lactate-OH proton resonance away from the bulk water signal while retaining the CEST properties of lactate itself [101]. It is well known that lactate is overproduced by most tumors and secreted to the extracellular space, even in the presence of abundant oxygen (known as the Warburg effect); therefore, a method that allows direct imaging of extracellular lactate production by tumors could provide a more precise evaluation of cancer metabolism by MRI [101–103]. This has successfully been demonstrated in an in vivo mouse model (Figure 12C). While interesting, to our knowledge, no paraCEST agent is currently under consideration for human trials. The main reason for this is the inability to produce an effective CEST signal for accurate detection at concentrations and saturation power levels that are clinically acceptable and safe for human applications [19,92,99]. Table 2 shows the doses required for the CEST agents, discussed in this review, to produce effective CEST signals.

Figure 11. CEST spectra of 125 mM (blue), 62.5 mM (red), and 31.25 mM (green) solutions of barbituric acid (diaCEST agent) recorded at 300 MHz, pH 7.0 and 37 °C (left). The CEST spectra of a 30 mM solution EuDOTA-4AmCE3⁺ (paraCEST agent) recorded at 270 MHz and 25 °C; the peak at +50 ppm reflects exchange with the coordinated “bound” water molecule (right). Adapted with permission from [92].
Figure 12. (A) The structure of the pH responsive agent (left), fitted CEST spectra (right) with MTRasym profiles for two different single voxels from the left kidney, as indicated in the CEST pH map (right). (B) $T_1w$ and CEST imaging of an intramuscular injection of Eu-DOTA-gly4 complex into the thigh muscle of a healthy male C57BL/6 mouse at B0 = 9.4 T. $T_1w$ images at (a) pre-injection, (b) 5 min, (c) 12 min, (d) 16 min, and (e) the CEST image at 17 min. (C) The structure of EuDO3A (top), axial view of $T_1$-weighted proton MRI, the CEST image, and the overlay image of a mouse after iv injection of 0.105 mmol/kg EuDO3A and lactate (bottom). The CEST image of the bladder shows that the intact lactate-EuDO3A complex is present at 45 min after iv injection ($n = 3$). The CEST image represents amplitude differences between images collected after a 14 µT presaturation pulse of 5 s duration at ±43 ppm. Adapted with permission from [98, 100, 101].

5. Conclusions

The ability of contrast agents to magnify the effectiveness of standard MRI was foreseen at the advent of clinical MRI, and contrast agents have maintained their status as an indispensable clinical tool since the first agent was released in 1982. In the preceding decades, many obstacles were encountered, particularly for the iron-based nanoparticles and some unstable gadolinium-based complexes but, also, immense progress has been observed developing more functional CAs. It is currently more challenging to approve and make the investment on an inorganic-based contrast agent for clinical use. At the same time, imaging requires accurate and personalized methods that allow monitoring disease and treatment at a molecular scale. Much work has been accomplished developing “smart” contrast agents, responsive to a diverse range of physiologic functions, and many of them showed great promise when applied in live animal models. Whether it is detecting biogenic metals involved in critical cell signaling processes, or detecting specific extracellular biomarkers, the development of a diverse range of responsive agents has the potential to revolutionize clinical diagnosis. It is through the combined efforts of inorganic chemists, biologist, and physicians that these advances are made possible, and it is only through combined efforts that they will be translated from the test tube to clinical MRI. We are optimistic about the future of chemical imaging probes, and believe that a new era of multimodal, functional, and personalized agents will bring good augurs for medical imaging.
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